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Complete each analogy from the word list below. 

1. Heavy is to light as freezing is to ________________.

2. Old is to ancient as glad is to ________________.

3. Gentle is to harsh as ________________ is to panic.

4. Carrot is to vegetable as green is to ________________.

5. Wind is to blows as sun is to ________________.

6. Easy is to simple as ________________ is to difficult.

7. Turtle is to reptile as maple is to ________________.

8. Map is to trip as ________________ is to cake.

9. Permit is to allow as ________________ is to ban.

10. Speechless is to talkative as ________________ is to rude.

11. Partial is to complete as failure is to ________________.

12. Precious is to valuable as commendable is to ________________.

13. Terrify is to frighten as tense is to ________________.

14. Bitter is to sweet as cruel is to ________________.

15. Change is to alter as build is to ________________.
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Complete each analogy from the word list below. 

1. Damage is to improve as stale is to ________________.

2. ________________ is to blunder as fascinate is to charm.

3. Ancient is to modern as generous is to ________________.

4. Need is to ________________ as supply is to provide.

5. Suspect is to trust as repair is to ________________.

6. Inferior is to superb as unknown is to ________________.

7. ________________ is to strength as weak is to feeble.

8. Defend is to attack as ________________ is to terrible.

9. Wreck is to create as annoy is to ________________.

10. Plain is to homely as ________________ is to defect.

	11. Firm is to flabby as bold is to ________________.

12. Find is to ________________ as surprise is to astonish.

	13. Affirm is to deny as free is to ________________.

14. Walk is to stroll as play is to ________________.

15. Spin is to revolve as ________________ is to transport.
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